
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

As cross-bred animals are generally of large size and vigorous, they
___________________ in great numbers for immediate consumption.
1.

(raise)have been raised

It was the pure enjoyment of a poet to whom a world of wonders
_____________________.
2.

(disclose)has been disclosed

The spring flies up with a force proportioned to that with which it
___________________ down.
3.

(press)has been pressed

Just as among dull observers he preserves a name for truth, the dog
____________________ with modesty.
4.

(credit)has been credited

Analogous facts _____________________ with the Scotch rose.5. (record)have been recorded

In this connection many heroic facts _____________________.6. (narrate)have been narrated

Of course we ___________________ to put away most of our things.7.
(oblige)

've been obliged

Your letter of February the 19th ____________________ with very sincere
pleasure.
8.

(receive)
has been received

I suppose it is now notorious that the most brilliant and promising men
_________________ to the world in this way.
9.

(lose)have been lost

National self-interest _________________ to private self-interest.10. (add)has been added

But the above objection shows how completely the principle of selection
_________________________.
11.

(misunderstand)has been misunderstood

Often children have only one book even of this sort, at which they are kept
until they learn it through by heart, and they __________________ to "read" it
with the book bottom side up or shut!

12.

(hear)
have been heard

His character _____________________ to that ordeal, and who can point
to any spot upon it?
13.

(subject)
has been subjected
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Such a catch ___________________ in the close for years, and the
cheering is maddening.
14.

(not/make)
hasn't been made

They _______________________ into these states.15. (irradiate)have been irradiated

Is it possible that the name of duty _________________ to the delicious
frenzy of the heart, to the overwhelming rush of passion?
16.

(give)
has been given

I am told that more than half a million copies altogether
_________________, and that all the large circulating libraries in the country
have several complete sets, of which only two or three volumes are ever on
the shelves at one time.

17.

(sell)

have been sold

Variant spelling and punctuation ______________________.18. (preserve)have been preserved

When the person for whom the guard __________________ out
approaches, he faces his guard and commands: 1.
19.

(turn)
has been turned

I will add, that it _________________ that you would leave such
explanations as would place every saddle on its right horse, and replace on
the shoulders of others the burdens they shifted to yours.

20.

(hope)

has been hoped
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